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Historical Contexts of FBA 

and the Panic of 1998



Review: Basics of FBA



Functional Behavior Assessment: 

Steps To Success
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FBA Step 1- Define and Verify The Problem and Seriousness

•FBA is used for more serious, recurring problems.  Sometimes the problem doesn’t 
require the full investment of a FBA.

•Consider working with teacher support and intervention teams and systematically 
introducing one strategy at a time, if there is reason to believe that progress may be 
realized in this way and such potentially helpful strategies have not yet been tried.

•Consider setting, teacher expectations, & student academic and behavioral information

•Consider developmental, cultural, linguistic, and related communication issues

•Consider how the student’s behavior is/is not significantly different from peers

•Consider harm to self, others, and instructional program

•Consider the frequency, duration, and intensity of the behavior

•Consider if the problem is in terms of an excess or deficit

•Consider likely outcomes of the behavior if not addressed



FBA Step 1- Define and Verify The Problem and Seriousness

•Make the definition very specific

•“Charles acts aggressively during recess” is too vague

•“Charles pushes and hits other students during recess” is more precise

•Define the behavior so that it can be reliably measured by different observers

•Make sure that the behavior is:

•Observable

•Countable

•Try to include way to measure frequency, intensity, duration, and latency in definition

•Try to define the “shape” or “look” of the behavior

•Try to structure into the definition a way to differentiate the behavior from others

•“Charles plants his feet and stands in a fight posture” versus

•“Charles walks up to another student and bumps his chest into the student’s chest”

(Although both behaviors seem like aggression, in the former, Charles may be defining and 
protecting his territory as a survival behavior, where in the latter, he may clearly be the 
aggressor-the clarity of the definition may help pinpoint the function of the behavior)



FBA Step 2- Refine the Definition of the Problem Behavior

•Refining the definition of the behavior will involve observing the student in different 
settings, and in different activities.

•Part of the definition can point to location, instructional circumstances, setting events, 
other individuals involved in the behavior or other conditions that are part of the 
behavior.  For example, the behavior might be defined as: “Charles pushes and hits 
other students during outdoor recess.”

•If the student typically presents several behaviors of concern as a group, and they are 
logically considered in a category, consider defining the behaviors in a categorical 
manner with some supporting detail.

•Consider possible factors that relate to the definition and that will guide data collection 
or perhaps drive efforts in a direction different than conducting a FBA

•Consider health, sensory, neurodevelopmental factors

•Consider family/community factors

•Consider skill deficits (academic, social skills, problem solving)



FBA Step 3- Collect Information on Possible Functions of the Behavior

•Gather information on:

•Social/environmental context

•Antecedent and consequent events

•Past events that may influence present behavior

•Use a variety of assessment techniques:

•Review student’s records

•Review samples of student’s work

•Interview/gather questionnaire data from student, teachers, parents, & sig. others

•Arrange other specialized assessments if appropriate (e.g., medical)

•Categorize student’s behavior in terms of:

•Function

•Possible skill deficits

•Possible performance deficits



FBA Step 3- Collect Information on Possible Functions of the Behavior

Use Direct and Indirect Methods

•Direct Assessment

•Describe the antecedent and consequent events

•Consider use of scatterplots

•Consider use of ABC Charts

•Consider use of combined methods, especially to help uncover triggers

•Be sensitive to capturing data about things students “get” or “avoid”

•Be sensitive to capturing data on intensity/severity, frequency, duration, and 
latency

•Be sensitive to capturing QUALITATIVE data about the behavior

•Indirect Assessment

•Capture data on setting events that are not readily observable, especially outside of 
class and/or school

•Use face-to-face interviews, questionnaires, and other data collection with the 
student, school staff, family, and other significant persons in the student’s life



FBA Step 3- Collect Information on Possible Functions of the Behavior

Be sensitive to Threats to Accuracy

•Vague definitions of behavior

•Untrained or inexperienced observers

•Potential observer bias

•Difficulty observing multiple behaviors of concern

•Difficulty capturing personal interactions of interest

•Time constraints that limit availability for data collection efforts

•Pressures for a quick turn-around in producing a FBA



FBA Step 4- Analyze Information Using Triangulation/Problem Pathway Analysis

Reproduced with permission from CECP handbook: “Addressing Student Problem Behavior-Part II.  American Institutes for Research (1998).
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FBA Step 5- Generate hypothesis statement on probable function of the behavior

•Using the data, and having clear indications of the function of the behavior, 
the hypothesis represents a “best guess” about the behavior

•The hypothesis spells out:

•When “X” occurs

•The student does “Y”

•In order to achieve “Z”

•The hypothesis should help you predict the conditions under which the behavior 
occurs.   You can often manipulate these conditions to test the hypothesis.

•In developing the hypothesis, consider:

•Slow (setting events) and fast (immediate antecedents) triggers

•Environmental variables

•Connections to consequences

•What the students “gets” or “avoids”

•Other important background factors



FBA Step 6- Test the hypothesis regarding function of the behavior 

• School personnel sometimes proceed from developing the hypothesis to creating a 
behavior intervention plan, thinking that the results of the intervention will serve as a 
test for the hypothesis.

•While this could conceivably save time, it also can be an unwarranted and unfair 
imposition on the student and may violate his/her rights to quality support.  

•Ask yourself how would you feel, if rather than doing some testing to arrive at a more 
definitive diagnosis, your allergist or dermatologist just started a treatment on you and 
assumed that if it was not successful, he or she would try something else.

•In order to test your hypothesis, you may need to alter a condition that you believe 
contributes to the behavior. For example, if you hypothesize that a student 
systematically comes to school late to miss a hallway encounter with a school bully, 
you might arrange to have the bullying student reassigned to a homeroom on the far end 
of the school.  Of course, if this were the case, you would still need to address the 
bullying situation, but you would gain some degree of confidence in your hypothesis, if, 
after the homeroom reassignment, the tardy student regularly arrived to school on time.



FBA Step 6- Test the hypothesis regarding function of the behavior 

• Sometimes it is difficult to manipulate the actual classroom situation.  One approach 
involves an analogue assessment, where you manipulate a situationally similar, or 
analogue to the situation in question.  For example, if the hypothesis involves an 
perceived aversive academic task, a contrived situation could be used to test the 
hypothesis, presenting the student with such a task in an alternate setting.

•In more serious situations, due to safety considerations, there isn’t time to test the 
hypothesis.  In these cases, the team needs to develop an intervention based on a 
comprehensive data collection and analysis.

•Behavioral problems are often a reflection of a complex system of interacting 
variables, some of which are beyond the teacher or school’s influence.  The best 
strategy is to learn as much as possible and proceed with a well thought out plan, 
monitoring the plan regularly and modifying as necessary.



Behavioral Intervention Plan



Next Steps: Develop a Behavioral Intervention Plan
Monitor and refine the plan as necessary

•Plans that focus on control and suppression of behavior generally don’t work well

•Some general approaches to consider:

•Teach desired replacement behaviors

•Alter setting events that contribute to problem behaviors

•Manipulate antecedent events (e.g., teacher directions)

•Manipulate consequences

•Modify classroom instructional strategies/curriculum as appropriate

•Reinforce desired behavior

•Address school-wide procedures/policies that may contribute to problem 
behaviors



Next Steps: Develop a Behavioral Intervention Plan
Monitor and refine the plan as necessary

Think about a 6-step Structured Approach

1. Understand the function of the behavior (through FBA as previously discussed)

2. Select an appropriate replacement behavior

• Appropriate for the situation

• That serves the same function as the undesired behavior

3. Develop a teaching plan for the desired behavior and DO IT

• You need to teach the WHAT, HOW, WHY, WHEN, & WHERE

• Teach the actual expected behavior (use examples and non-examples)

• Use modeling, rehearsal, group role playing, and natural settings

• Teach strategies so the student can initiate the behavior appropriately



Next Steps: Develop a Behavioral Intervention Plan
Monitor and refine the plan as necessary

Think about a 6-step Structured Approach
4. Alter the environment to support success

• Physical environment

• Procedures

• People and activities

5. Develop consequences for desired and undesired behaviors

• Use natural consequences when available and when appropriate

• Keep consequences realistic and balanced

• Use prompts to help students learn

6. Write behavioral objectives

• These tell us what the behavior should look like

• They help us determine whether the intervention is working



Reproduced form Scott, Liaupsin, & Nelosn, Behavior Intervention Planning (2001). Sopris West
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Reproduced from Kerr & Nelson, Strategies for Addressing Behavior Problems in the Classroom.  (2002) Merrill Prentice-Hall.
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Consequence Planning Decision 
Flowchart Model

Reproduced form Scott, Liaupsin, & Nelosn,

Behavior Intervention Planning (2001). Sopris West



Reproduced from McConnell, M.  Functional Behavioral Assessment. (2001).  Love Publishing.



FBA:

A Crude Tool?

A Static Tool?

Can it be Thoughtfully Tweaked?



Evolution of FBA



Evolution of Functional Behavior Assessment
•In 1997-1998 when FBA emerged as a result of the 1997 amendments to IDEA, the 
approach followed traditional behaviorist methods fairly closely.

•During the period from 1998-2003, researchers and practitioners were developing new 
conceptualizations/asking questions surrounding FBA, such as:

•How much time, effort, and resources should go into FBAs?

•To what degree can we use a forms driven process to guide the FBA?

•What are the role of cognition and affect in an FBA and how can they be 
incorporated into an FBA?

•How can we incorporate other important factors into FBAs such as:

•Cognitive distortions

•Emotional reactivity

•Impact of recent major life events

•Family factors

•Modeling influences

•Social influences (e.g., social isolation)



Evolution of Functional Behavior Assessment

•During this same period of time (1998-2003) school systems in various parts of the 
country began to experiment with variations of FBAs to do a better job of analysis and 
incorporate contextual and more complex systems factors into FBAs

•Most school districts use a forms-driven approach to data collection and analysis

•There is evidence that some school districts are “breaking the mold,” going 
significantly beyond traditional behaviorism that tends to focus mainly on observable 
data, along with objective information on setting events, along with record review

•Several expanded models of FBA analysis are emerging, that include:

•Internalizing/externalizing behavior as a dimension of the analysis

•More complex contextual factors that tap into peers, family, social life

•Physiological factors and also the child’s temperament

•Cross-systems influences (e.g., family-peer-school social system)



FBA
Other complexities we should be thinking about with FBA?
•Evidence of Cognition and Affect?

•Recent Major Life Events?

•Effects From Interactive Nested Ecologies? (Peers? Neighborhoods? Families?)

•Broader complex effects from society (general attitudes towards violence?)

•School-wide systemic influences (high-stakes tests marginalizing at-risk students?)

•Developmental issues/ Life-course issues (transition through puberty?)

•Major unmet life needs? (recreation, room to emotionally vent, significant adult in life, 
other needs)



FBA:

Real Trade-Offs in the 

Real World of Schools



FBA

What other kinds of approaches

and methods do you believe 

an FBA should include?



The Role of Cognition and Affect in FBA.  Nichols (2000)

•Low-frequency critical behaviors (e.g., bringing a weapon to school) can’t be 
addressed solely through a traditional behavioral analysis approach.

•Students with severe behavioral issues may display:

• Erroneous beliefs

•Distorted thoughts

•Poorly controlled emotional responses to stress

•In order to better understand problem behaviors, we need to consider social 
perspectives, beliefs, and feelings

•In essence, we need to perform cognitive and affective analysis in addition to classical 
behavioral analysis



The Role of Cognition and Affect in FBA.  Nichols (2000)
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The Role of Cognition and Affect in FBA.  Nichols (2000)
•Meichenbaum (1977) suggested that thought was a form of silent self-talk

•Cognitive behavioral modification and its derivative, cognitive strategy instruction, are 
based on this principle, teaching students self-instruction to modify their thoughts and 
feelings

•Classical behavioral approaches to behavioral management have been criticized as 
being too narrowly conceived, often focusing on behavior control, rather than assisting 
students in managing their own thoughts and feelings

•Although students coded with ED may receive periodic (e.g., weekly) counseling or 
therapeutic support to address thoughts and feelings, it is teachers, in the daily context 
of the classroom, who can also help students learn to understand and positively manage 
their thoughts and feelings.



Putting FBA/BIP in Perspective

•FBAs are somewhat simplistic, compared to other approaches such as MST

•We know that life is far more complex than what the FBA can address

•Yet the requirements to perform FBAs represent an important shift in thinking, 
especially when viewed along with the push for positive behavioral supports in schools.

•By requiring FBAs, we are saying that we can no longer accept a reactive posture in 
schools.  Rather, when students display behavior problems, we must gather information, 
analyze it, and learn what the function of the behavior is—then developing a thoughtful 
intervention.  That is a vastly superior approach to the traditional reactive, punishment-
based, control and containment ways of addressing problem behavior.

•It is clear that the science of  FBA is evolving, and significant changes have occurred  
in may places since 1998-1999.  

•Many systems are now incorporating aspects of cognition and affect as well as 
developmental and ecological factors into FBAs—acknowledging and responding to the 
complexities of children's’ lives.

•When used thoughtfully and with limitations acknowledged, FBAs can serve an 
important role helping schools assist students with behavioral difficulties


	Behavioral Intervention Plan

